


















Magnetic Resonance and Bloch Equations

rotating magnetic field
frequency detuning w-w0 0

Rabi frequency WR 0.05

relaxation
longitudinal relaxation rate g1 0
transverse relaxation rate g2 0

equilibrium value weq 1
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This Demonstration visualizes the dynamics in the process of magnetic resonance in which the 

macroscopic magnetization M  of an ensemble of paramagnetic particles is exposed to the 

common action of a static magnetic field B0 and a weak magnetic field B1 (†B1§ = WR êg) that 

rotates with a frequency w around B0. The motion of M  is governed by the so-called Bloch 

equations. The effect of B1 on M  becomes most dramatic when the rotational frequency w is 

equal to the Larmor free precession frequency w0 = g †B0§ (i.e., detuning w - w0 º 0).

Many interesting solutions are registered as bookmarks, which you can activate by clicking the 
small cross at the upper right corner. For example:

• The free Larmor precession, which occurs for B1 = 0, so that magnetization precesses around 

B0 at the Larmor frequency.



• The free Larmor precession, which occurs for B1 = 0, so that magnetization precesses around 

B0 at the Larmor frequency.

• The p ê2-pulse, for which B1 rotates at the Larmor frequency (detuning = 0) and for which B1 
is switched on for a time duration tpê2, such that WR  tpê2 = p ê2. As a result the magnetization is 
flipped by p ê2 into the x-y plane.

• The p-pulse, for which B1 rotates at the Larmor frequency (detuning = 0) and for which B1 is 
switched on for a time duration tp, such that WR  tp = p. As a result the magnetization is flipped 

by p to the -z` direction.

• Magnetic resonance with relaxation, for which the magnetization reaches a steady state. You 

can play with the value of the frequency detuning w - w0. If w ` w0 or w p w0, the effect of B1 
is small and the steady state is close to the equilibrium magnetization along z. However, when 

w º w0, the effect of B1 is important and the steady state is reached far from the z axis.

• Adiabatic following occurs for w ` w0, in which case the magnetization precesses rapidly 

around the magnetic field and therefore follows the direction of B adiabatically. 

THINGS TO TRY
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DETAILS

The time evolution of the ensemble magnetization M = Hu, v, wL of an ensemble of magnetic moments in a 

magnetic field B = IBx, By, BzM is determined by the Bloch equations,
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where weq is the equilibrium z-component of M , when all fields are 0; g1and g2 are called the longitudinal and 

transverse relaxation rates, respectively. The total magnetic field is the vector sum of a static field B0 along z 

and a field B1 rotating in the x-y plane,

B = B0 + B1 =

B1 cosHwtL
B1 sinHwtL

B0
.

Inserting B into the Bloch equations yields
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where w0 = g †B0§ is the free Larmor precession frequency around B0 and WR = g †B1§ is called the Rabi frequency, 

which characterizes the magnitude of B1, that is, the strength of the interaction of the rotating field with the 
magnetization.



where w0 = g †B0§ is the free Larmor precession frequency around B0 and WR = g †B1§ is called the Rabi frequency, 

which characterizes the magnitude of B1, that is, the strength of the interaction of the rotating field with the 
magnetization.

In the Demonstration, w0 = 1, that is, all frequencies and relaxation rates are expressed in units of w0. The time 

unit is therefore 2 p êw0 and the total time is equivalent to the number of Larmor cycles.
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Research in nuclear magnetism

Nobel Lecture, December  11, 1952

Professor Bloch has told you how one can detect the precession of the mag-
netic nuclei in a drop of water. Commonplace as such experiments have be-
come in our laboratories, I have not yet lost a feeling of wonder, and of
delight, that this delicate motion should reside in all the ordinary things
around us, revealing itself only to him who looks for it. I remember, in the
winter of our first experiments, just seven years ago, looking on snow with
new eyes. There the snow lay around my doorstep - great heaps of protons
quietly precessing in the earth’s magnetic field. To see the world for a mo-
ment as something rich and strange is the private reward of many a discov-
ery. But I am afraid it has little bearing on the sober question we must, as
physicists, ask ourselves: What can we learn from all this about the structure
of matter? It is my privilege to tell you now of some of the things that can

   be learned.
Let us begin with the most direct application of nuclear induction meth-

ods, the measurement of nuclear magnetic moments. The basis for this is
the resonance condition

in which f  is the frequency of precession of the axis of nuclear spin in a mag-
netic field of strength HO, and ,u is the magnetic moment of the nucleus.
The number I is the nuclear spin quantum number, an integer or half-integer,
and h is Planck’s constant. Now HO, except for a certain slight correction,
is simply the field of the magnet in which the substance has been put, and
it can be measured. The frequency of precession, once it is detected, is easily
measured with high accuracy, and thus one can determine the quantity ,~/l/z.
However, for practical reasons, it is hard to measure the strength of a mag-
netic field very precisely. This difficulty is avoided if one is content to meas-
ure the ratio  of the magnetic moments for two different nuclear species. We
could, for example, compare the precession frequencies ƒH and ƒD for protons
and deuterons exposed to the same magnetic field Ho. A mixture of light
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Perhaps the greatest present need, through most of the Periodic Table, is
for spin values and only moderately precise moment values, to help test the
promising shell theories of nuclear structure. Nuclear induction methods will
surely continue to contribute to this task. Spin determinations in particular,
which depend on careful intensity measurements, are likely to receive more
attention.

The experimental physicist often needs to measure the intensity of a mag-
netic field. Until recently a precise magnetic field measurement has been a
formidable undertaking, but it is such no longer. At the National Bureau of
Standards in Washington, Hipple and his collaborators3 have measured the
proton precession frequency and, at the same time, have measured in ab-
solute units the intensity of their magnetic field. All the resources of the
Bureau were brought to bear on the latter measurement, and an accuracy of
1 part in 40,000 was achieved. Knowing their result, an experimenter any-
where in the world can determine absolute magnetic intensities to the same
precision, using equipment no more elaborate than an ordinary radio re-
ceiver. He need only determine the proton precession frequency in the field
in question. Few physical quantities are as easy to measure accurately as a
radio frequency, thanks to modern electronic techniques and the availability,
in most countries, of standard-frequency broadcasts.

Already a number of experiments have been performed in which the
nuclear resonance has served as a standard of reference. Certain ones are of
special interest because they have improved our knowledge of the funda-
mental atomic constants. In each of these experiments two different magnetic
resonance phenomena have been observed at the same time in the same mag-
net. The phenomena involved are indicated in Fig. 2. The precession of the
proton moment (Fig. 2 a) we have already described; it is detected and
measured in a nuclear induction experiment. The electron has an intrinsic
spin and magnetic moment and also precesses in a magnetic field (Fig. 2 b).
For the same field strength, the electron’s spin-precession frequency is about
700 times greater than the proton precession frequency. A bare proton, mov-
ing in a magnetic field, revolves in a circular orbit with a certain frequency
(Fig. 2 c). This is the  familiar principle of the cyclotron and we might name
the associated frequency the « proton cyclotron frequency ». A free electron
in a magnetic field likewise revolves in a circular orbit, with a frequency
that we may call the « electron cyclotron frequency ». These « cyclotron fre-
quencies » are governed simply by the particle’s charge-to-mass ratio. If any
pair of these resonance phenomena are compared, in the same magnetic field,
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Proton spin

precession

Fig. 2. Four elementary magnetic resonance phenomena.

the field strength cancels out and we are left with a relation between certain
atomic constants. The experiment is thus reduced to the measurement of a
frequency ratio.

The ratio of the proton spin-precession frequency to the proton cyclotron
frequency has been determined by Hipple4, and by Bloch5, in ways very
different but equally ingenious. (The direct result of this measurement is the
value of the proton moment in nuclear magnetons.) In my laboratory we
have measured the ratio of the proton precession frequency to the cyclotron
frequency of free electrons 6. The precession of the spin of a truly free electron
has not been observed, but Kusch and his collaborators at Columbia, by
combining the techniques of atomic beams and nuclear induction, have
determined very precisely the ratio of the proton’s precession frequency to
that of the spinning electron in the hydrogen atom7. The results of these
experiments have in one way or another improved the accuracy of the fol-
lowing constants of atomic physics: the Faraday, F; the specific charge of
the electron, e/mc; the ratio of the mass of the proton to that of the electron,
M/m; the dimensionless fine-structure constant, znez/hc.  They have also helped
to test the new theoretical advances in quantum electrodynamics led by
Schwinger.
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Fig. 4. A nucleus with an electric quadrupole moment in a uniform magnetic field (B)
and a non-uniform electric field (E). Lower trace: 23Na resonance in a single crystal of

NaNO3, showing splitting of magnetic resonance line into a triplet.

down to fractions of a millisecond in others. I show only one example, and
that mainly to clarify the meaning of the term relaxation. Fig. 5 is a plot of
the gradual approach to equilibrium magnetization of an originally unmag-
netized crystal of ammonium bromide. This can be called, quite properly, a
cooling curve. The nuclear spins, in order to align themselves with the mag-
netic field, must give off energy to the crystal lattice. They are coupled so
weakly to the lattice that the transfer of energy takes more than several min-
utes. Actually the approach to equilibrium is exponential, and the corres-
sponding time constant, in this example 32 seconds, is what one calls the
spin-lattice relaxation time.

It may seem astonishing, at first, that so long a time is associated with an
atomic process. But in fact, if one looks at the problem more closely, it is
hard to understand why the time is not much longer. Moreover this crystal,
at a somewhat higher temperature, has a relaxation time of only 0.01 sec-
onds! The explanation of this, and of similar behavior in a wide class of sub-
stances, lies in internal molecular motions other than mere vibration. It is
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Fig. 6. The proton resonance in ethyl alcohol, observed with high resolution. The
three lines arise from the CH3 hydrogens, from the CH2 hydrogens, and from the OH

hydrogen, respectively.

There remain several puzzling aspects of nuclear relaxation. In trying to
understand them we find ourselves still returning to some of the ideas ad-
vanced twenty years ago by Professor Waller. While I speak of theoretical
contributions to nuclear magnetism, I must mention also Professor Van Vleck,
who has put the theory of line-width on a rigorous basis, a notable advance.15

It is an old story in physics that higher resolving power leads to new effects.
We remember that the magnetic moment of the nucleus was itself discov-
ered through the hyperfine structure of lines in the visible spectrum. The
nuclear resonance line in a liquid or gas can be remarkably narrow, as you
have already seen. As soon as the reason for this was recognized, it became
clear that the only practical limit on resolution was the inhomogeneity of
the magnetic field applied to the specimen. Efforts were made in many lab-
oratories to improve the magnets, and to use smaller specimens as well. With
the improved resolution, it was found that identical nuclei, in the same applied
field but in chemically different molecules, do not precess at exactly the
same frequency. The explanation is simple: the magnetic field at an atomic
nucleus differs slightly from the field externally applied because of the shield-
ing effect of the electron cloud around the nucleus. In different molecules
the atom’s electron configuration will differ slightly, reflecting differences in
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The principle of nuclear induction

Nobel Lecture, December 11, 1952

It is a tribute to the inherent harmony and the organic growth of our branch
of science that every advance in physics is largely due to the developments
that preceded it. The discovery for which Purcell and I have received the
honor of the Nobel Prize award for the year 1952 is a typical example of
this situation, and before describing the principle I shall therefore present
an outline of its long and distinguished background.

Both the method and the object go back ultimately to spectroscopy, a
field to which modern physics owes so much in other respects. Among the
various aspects of this field there are two which are of particular importance
here: the Zeeman effect for introducing magnetic fields as an essential el-
ement of spectroscopy, and the hyperfine structure of spectral lines for re-
vealing the existence of nuclear moments. The correct interpretation of

 hyperfine structures was first given in 1924 by Pauli1, who proposed that
atomic nuclei may possess an intrinsic angular momentum (spin) and, par-
allel to its orientation, a magnetic moment. The energy of interaction of this
magnetic moment with the magnetic field H(o), produced by the atomic elec-
trons at the position of the nucleus, depends upon the angle between them
and leads thus to the observed small splitting of the energy levels. Converse-
ly, it is possible under suitable conditions to determine from this splitting
both the spin and the magnetic moment of the nucleus, and these two impor-
tant quantities have indeed been determined in a great number of cases from
the observation of hyperfine structures. The magnetic moments of the nuclei
have been found, in all observed cases, to be of the order of the « nuclear
magneton » which one obtains by substituting in the formula for the atomic
Bohr magneton the mass of the proton in place of that of the electron.
Nuclear moments are thus about a thousand times smaller than atomic mo-
ments, and this is plausible in view of the fact that one deals here with pro-
tons instead of electrons as elementary charged constituents. There are, how-
ever, distinct disadvantages in the optical determination of nuclear moments.
In the first place the accuracy is seriously limited due to the fact that the
effect consists only in such a small splitting of spectral lines that one has to
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through a region where a weak oscillating field is superimposed on a strong
constant field, provided that the frequency of the former is equal to the
frequency with which the neutron moment carries out a precessional motion
around the direction of the constant field. A knowledge of this field and of
the corresponding resonance frequency directly determines the magnetic
moment under the safe assumption that the spin of the neutron is 1/2,  and
the magnetic scattering effect enters in this arrangement merely as an in-
dicator for the occurrence of resonance depolarization. The application to
polarized neutron beams was also noted by Rabi7 in his previously men-
tioned original paper on the magnetic resonance method. It was first
achieved in 1939 by Alvarez and myself11 

 with the use of the Berkeley cyclo-
tron, and yielded a value for the magnetic moment of the neutron which was
consistent with that of the deuteron if one assumed the latter to be additively
composed of the moments of the proton and the neutron. The accuracy of
this measurement amounted to about one percent and was partly limited
by that with which the strength of the constant field could be determined.
Another limit of accuracy arose from the smallness of the observed polariza-
tion effect, but a subsequent systematic investigation of neutron polariza-
tion12, carried out with the Stanford cyclotron, showed how this effect could
be greatly increased.

It was of considerable importance to improve the accuracy of the deter-
mination of the neutron moment to at least one part in a thousand in order
to test small deviations from the additivity of the moments of the proton
and the neutron, which could be expected in connection with the finite elec-
tric quadrupole moment of the deuteron, according to the theoretical work
of Rarita and Schwinger 1 3. The fact that higher accuracy hinged essentially
upon that of a field calibration and the search for a suitable and convenient
standard led me to new ideas when, toward the end of the last War, my
thoughts turned back to the continuation of my previous work.

The essential fact of the magnetic resonance consists in the change of ori-
entation of nuclear moments, and the methods to be employed in molecular
and atomic beams as well as in neutron beams are primarily indicated by
the different ways to detect this change. The acquaintance with radio tech-
niques during the War suggested to me still another and much simpler way,
that of detecting the reorientation of nuclear moments through the normal
methods of radio reception. The signals to be detected would be due to the
electromagnetic induction caused by nuclear reorientation and should appear
as a voltage difference between the terminals of an external electric circuit.
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macroscopic point of view, one thus deals with a situation in which the pro-
tons in our cubic centimeter of water have the effect of an invisible compass
needle rotating in its interior. The « invisibility » refers actually only to ob-
servation of optical frequencies; the rotation occurs in the range of radio-
frequencies, and it can very well be observed by using Faraday’s law of
induction. Indeed, the rotation of our compass needle is accompanied by
that of a magnetic field which possesses an alternating component per-
pendicular to the axis of rotation, and hence by an electromotive force, in-
duced in a suitably wound coil of wire around the sample. From here on it is
merely a matter of the standard techniques of radio reception to rectify and
amplify this electromotive force so that it can be recorded on a volt-meter,
displayed on a cathode-ray oscillograph, or made audible in a loudspeaker.

What amazed me most in my first calculations on this effect was the mag-
nitude of the signals which one could expect from nuclear induction. In our
example of a cubic centimeter of water in a normal field of a few thousand
gauss they turned out to amount to the order of a millivolt. This magnitude
is well above the noise which accompanies any radio receiver and which
sets the ultimate limit of signal detection. It should be observed here that,
being a phenomenon of fluctuations, the noise can always be reduced by
averaging over sufficiently long times. This procedure was used later to very
greatly increase the sensitivity of the method; it is characteristic of the pres-
ent possibilities that my collaborators have succeeded in the last few years
in detecting in natural water signals arising from deuterium and from the
isotope of oxygen with atomic mass 17, despite their low abundances of 0.02
and 0.04 percent, respectively.

The existence and detection of a precessing nuclear polarization in a sample
represents to my mind the basis of nuclear induction. It is, however, nec-
essary to consider also the features which produce and counteract the tilt
of the polarization with respect to the constant field. Magnetic resonance
enters here as the most important means of producing the tilt, since it allows
its achievement under the application of relatively weak oscillating fields.
In fact, it is a common feature of every resonance phenomenon that rel-
atively weak external forces can produce large effects if their frequency is
equal to the natural frequency of the system to which they are applied. The
natural frequency in question is, in our case, that with which the nuclear
polarization precesses by itself around the constant field and the practical way
to determine this frequency is to vary either that of the applied alternating
field or the magnitude of the constant field until resonance conditions are
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established and detected by a maximum of the observed nuclear induction
signal. The simultaneous knowledge of resonance field and frequency then
directly yields, as in the use of magnetic resonance in molecular beams, the
gyromagnetic ratio and, with a knowledge of the spin, the magnetic mo-
ment of the nucleus. Actually, it is also possible to determine the spin sep-
arately by using the additional piece of information contained in the intensity
of the observed signal.

To follow the analogue of mechanical resonance we must now come back
to relaxation, which can be seen to act like a friction, and which counteracts
the tilt produced by the alternating field. If the friction is large, i.e., if the
relaxation time is short, it will either reduce the effect for a given amplitude
or require a correspondingly larger amplitude of the alternating field. It will,
in either case, result in a relatively broad resonance line, thus diminishing
the accuracy of the measurement. While from this point of view it is un-
desirable to have too short a relaxation time, it is equally undesirable to have
it too long, since the very circumstance of producing its tilt diminishes the
magnitude of the polarization so that it requires the refreshing influence of
the relaxation mechanism to bring it back to its equilibrium value.

There was not much known about the magnitude of nuclear relaxation
times when Purcell and I started our first experiments on nuclear induction,
and the main doubt about their success arose from the possibility of insuffi-

cient relaxation. In fact, it seems, in retrospect, that the failure of Gorter’s
first attempt6, as well as of a second one, undertaken in 1942 14, was primarily
due to this circumstance. While E. M. Purcell, H. C. Torrey and R. V.
Pound 15, toward the end of 1945, obtained their first positive results from
protons in paraffin, the late W. W. Hansen, M. E. Packard, and I 16 found
ours a few weeks later in water without either of the groups knowing any-
thing about the work of the other. The relaxation time of paraffin has the
convenient value of about & second, while pure water has a somewhat
unfavorably long relaxation time of about 2 seconds. Neither of these two
values had been foreseen, and I was fully prepared to find the relaxation time
of pure water considerably longer and in fact too long for our method of
observation. It was known, however, that the conversion of ortho- and para-
hydrogen was accelerated by the presence of paramagnetic atoms and mole-
cules; this mechanism has the common feature, with the attainment of the
equilibrium polarization of protons, that it requires a random process of nu-
clear reorientation, and it had been understood to take place through the
magnetic field of the paramagnetic catalyst acting upon the magnetic mo-
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The description of nuclear induction which I have presented follows
closely my own original thoughts on the subject but it can equally well be
approached from other angles. The simplest one is probably that of Gorter6

in his first attempt to detect nuclear magnetic resonance. We have seen be-
fore that the alternating field tilts the nuclear polarization against the con-
stant field. This process requires a certain amount of work which, through
relaxation, will reappear in the form of heat produced in the sample. The
effect in fact does not involve induction but represents pure nuclear resonance
absorption; however, it would be very slight and has not yet been established.
A second attempt of Gorter14, carried out later, is based upon the fact that
the nuclear paramagnetic susceptibility has a maximum for radiofrequencies,
corresponding to magnetic resonance conditions; it would manifest itself in
the frequency of an electric oscillator of which a coil, surrounding the sam-
ple, forms the self-inductance. This scheme is actually one of the many
others which can be devised for the observation of nuclear induction and,
if successful, would have represented the first demonstration of the effect.
Purcell’s first successful experiment involved the electrodynamical aspect of
absorption insofar as its occurrence under resonance conditions was mani-
fested through the increased loss of a cavity resonator; the cavity was re-
placed in his succeeding arrangements by more conventional circuit el-

ements. A particularly suitable and convenient arrangement consists of a
radiofrequency bridge, which contains in one arm a coil, surrounding the
sample. As a consequence of nuclear induction there occurs, under resonance
conditions, a change of the impedance of this coil and thereby a readily
detectable change in the balance of the bridge. It should be remarked that
the change of impedance is complex, with its real part corresponding to
absorption, its imaginary part to dispersion. This fact can be traced back to
the phase relation between the nuclear induction signal and the applied radio-
frequency field, and the phase sensitivity of the bridge allows the observation
of the effect either as absorption or as dispersion or as a combination of both.

Finally, I shall give a brief description of our own original arrangement
which we still use in its principal features. The essential balance which Pur-
cell has obtained by a bridge method is here to a large extent achieved geo-
metrically by using two radiofrequency coils with their axes oriented at
right angles to each other and to the constant field. One of them, the « trans-
mitter coil » produces the alternating field, while the other, the « receiver
coil », serves for detection of the nuclear induction signal (see Figs. 1 and 2).

A small amount of coupling between the two coils is admitted to produce
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a voltage across the receiver coil, and its phase with respect to the super-
imposed voltage induced by the nuclei can be adjusted for the observation
of either absorption or dispersion in similarity to the bridge method (see
Figs. 3 and 4).

A considerable variety of other circuits has been introduced by different
investigators. Except for the greater or lesser ease of avoiding instrumental
difficulties, they lead to the same ultimate sensitivity and accuracy of the
method, since they all observe the same basic phenomenon.

There is, however, one distinctive feature in the crossed-coil arrangement,
which automatically yields another significant piece of information. The two
coils imply a sense of rotation around the constant field; depending upon
whether the nuclear polarization precesses in the same or the opposite sense
of rotation there results a phase difference of  180 degrees between the voltage
in the receiver coil due to coupling with the transmitter coil and the super-
imposed voltage due to nuclear induction. The action of the rectifier trans-
lates this phase difference into an inversion of the signal, which is directly
displayed on the oscillograph or on the recording instrument. One obtains
in this simple manner information about the sign of the magnetic moment
of the nucleus, defined by its relative orientation to the angular momentum,
since it is this sign which determines the sense of rotation of the nuclear
polarization in a given field. The sign of nuclear moments represents an
important clue to their interpretation in terms of nuclear structures; usually
it is referred to the sign of the proton moment, which has been known for
a considerable time to be positive. It has been determined in this manner for
a number of nuclei where it was not previously known.
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